
PROTECTION MONITORING: MEXICO
SNAPSHOT MARCH 2022

This SNAPSHOT summarizes the findings of Protection Monitoring conducted in Ciudad Juarez and Tapachula, Mexico in March 2022

as part of the humanitarian intervention of the Danish Refugee Council (DRC) and the Jesuit Refugee Service Mexico (JRS), as part

of a consortium with Save the Children Spain and Mexico, Plan International Spain and Mexico and HIAS Mexico, with the financial

support of the European Union Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations (ECHO). To view the interactive Dashboard with the

results from this period and from the beginning of the Protection Monitoring program, click here.

KEY FIGURES*

. *During March, 115 interviews were conducted, covering a total of 305 people.

Conditions in Ciudad Juarez continued to deteriorate during

March, with the possibility of crossing into the United States

impeded by the continued implementation of the restrictions

known as Title 42. Only one organization in the area offered

legal Assistance to particularly vulnerable individuals in order

to request asylum in the United States as exceptions to Title

42, leaving the majority of persons of concern waiting

indefinitely and exposed to false information, fraud and risky

options to cross the border irregularly. During the month,

there was increased surveillance at the border, with

significant presence of different Mexican authorities –

particularly the National Guard and the Mexican Army – near

the line separating Mexico from the United States, along with

generalized checkpoints throughout the city. In parallel, there

were multiple abuses against persons of concern in some

shelters, including security incidents and expulsions, together

with the sale of food intended for humanitarian assistance. In

the second half of the month, information regarding the

impending cessation of the Title 42 restrictions began to

circulate. For weeks, the lack of official information in this

regard – until the formal announcement of U.S. authorities at

the beginning of April – prompted the spread of doubts and

rumors that overwhelmed the capacity of humanitarian

actors to provide credible information.

Among persons of concern recently arrived to Tapachula, a

heightened interest was detected in obtaining a humanitarian

visa (Tarjeta de Visitante por Razones Humanitarias or TVRH)

in order to transit towards the north of the country, along

with diminished requests for information or support in cases

before the Mexican Refugee Aid Commission (Comisión

Mexicana de Ayuda a Refugiados or COMAR). During March, the

National Migration Institute (INM, by its Spansih acronym)

again resorted to ad hoc measures to emit the TVRH, issuing it

as means to avoid protests, including those that were

undertaken during the visit of Mexico’s president to

Tapachula. The high demand for the TVRH – which

authorizes free movement within Mexican territory for one

year – and the lack of transparency around how to obtain it

led to an increase in individuals seeking attention from INM.

By mid-March, the INM delegation closed its office util further

notice and suspended the availability of appointments

through the online platform. This situation exacerbated

protests, including in an informal settlement in the

Bicentennial Park, where a collective departure in caravan is

being planned.

FLIGHT MOTIVES

https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiOTc0NjViZTMtYjczMC00YWE1LTliZDEtMzU5ZGUxOTcxZTNjIiwidCI6IjJhMjEyMjQxLTg5OWMtNDc1Mi1iZDMzLTUxZWFjM2M1ODJkNSIsImMiOjh9
https://time.com/6165209/title-42-mexico-border-migrants/
https://time.com/6165209/title-42-mexico-border-migrants/
https://noticieros.televisa.com/ultimas-noticias/llegan-350-elementos-de-la-sedena-ciudad-juarez-para-reforzar-la-seguridad/
https://www.latimes.com/espanol/eeuu/articulo/2022-03-31/eeuu-posible-reapertura-de-asilo-alienta-a-migrantes
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cdcresponse/Final-CDC-Order-Prohibiting-Introduction-of-Persons.pdf
https://www.diariodelsur.com.mx/local/grupo-de-migrantes-en-protesta-logran-visas-humanitarias-7929693.html
https://www.proceso.com.mx/nacional/2022/3/12/el-inm-entrega-unas-800-visas-humanitarias-migrantes-tras-manifestarse-frente-amlo-282441.html
http://caravanamigrante.ibero.mx/uploads/monitoreos_pdf/b669edb669f02587cb39267f1567b13d.pdf
https://www.gob.mx/inm/prensa/suspende-inm-hasta-nuevo-aviso-atencion-en-su-oficina-de-regulacion-en-tapachula-chiapas-297309
https://www.diariodelsur.com.mx/local/migrantes-cumplen-35-dias-durmiendo-en-el-parque-bicentenario-7956713.html


In March, just over half of those monitored – 54.8% - were in

situations of vulnerability that generate specific protection

needs. More than a third of these correspond to children and

adolescents a risk, nearly entirely for not receiving formal

education. In Ciudad Juarez, this vulnerability is followed by at-

risk caretakers (16 single mothers and 2 single fathers) and

persons with serious medical conditions (13 in total). By

contrast, in Tapachula the main vulnerability continues to be the

language barrier, detected in 38.6% of persons with specific

needs.

SPECIFIC NEEDS & PRIORITIES:

CIUDAD JUAREZ

TAPACHULA

PROFILE

General trends with respect to the priorities of the population of

the concern remained constant in both locations, with an

increase in those who report a need for income as priority in

Ciudad Juarez. This change coincides with the identification of a

greater number of individuals living in private housing instead of

shelters, nearly all of whom lack support to pay the rent,

purchase food and cover the costs of other basic necessities. The

insufficient offer of humanitarian assistance programs for these

individuals increases the need to generate an income in order to

satisfy basic needs.



The continued implementation of the Title 42 policy in
March fueled desperation among the population of concern
that had arrived in Ciudad Juarez with the intention of
requesting asylum in the United States. The urgency to
leave Mexico was exacerbated by a spike in violence in the
area, together with a deterioration in conditions in some
shelters, which generated perceptions of insecurity and
instability. At the same time, greater presence of agents of
the National Guard and Mexican Army, including
checkpoints and raids in the area, contributed to a sense of
fear, particularly among Mexicans who manifested high
levels of distrust of the authorities due to experiences of
violence and vulnerability that they had experienced in their
communities of origin.

SOUTHERN BORDER:

Despite official COMAR statistics which reflect a high number

of asylum applications during March – approximately 13,000

asylum applicants in the country, of which, more than 9,000

were received in Tapachula -, Protection Monitoring revealed

a diminished interest among the population as to the refugee

status determination procedure. Some of those monitored

indicated that they believed that recognition of refugee

status would prejudice them in possible later migration

processes in the United States, while others indicated that

the duration of the process led them to priorities obtaining a

TVRH in order to be able to arrive at another final destination

within Mexico. Nonetheless, a trend was identified among the

Haitian population that remains in the city to await the

resolution of their cases with the COMAR. Some people

referenced a feat that, in the event they continued

northward, the U.S. authorities could deport them to Haiti.

Continuous protests in the Bicentennial Park and in other

parts of the city demand the issuance of the TVRH in a

context of raids, detentions and deportations, including of

Nicaraguan nationals. The significant demand for the TVRH

was fueled by the different ad hoc measures by which the INM

has been issuing this document in the last three months.

Multiple people monitored made reference to the program to

transfer refugees and migrants to other parts of the country

that was conducted by Mexican authorities at the end of

2021, to the emission of the TVRH to those who participated

in caravans that had left Tapachula, and to the issuance of

AD HOC CRITERIA AND PROCESSES TO ACCESS THE TVRH INCREASE FRUSTRATION IN

TAPACHULA

This document covers humanitarian aid activities with the financial assistance of the European Union Civil Protection and Humanitarian 

Aid (ECHO). The views expressed in it should in no way be interpreted as the official opinion of the European Union. The European 

Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

Protection Monitoring in Tapachula

Only individuals in situations of vulnerability who were

able to obtain legal assistance to approach the border and

request to be processed as exceptions to the Title 42

policy had the possibility of entering U.S. territory. The

fact that the only organization providing assistance in this

regard prioritizes those with serious medical conditions

led some persons of concern to intentionally neglect their

health or seek medical attention to diagnose some

medical conditions so as to improve their chances of

accessing international protection in the United States.

NORTHERN BORDER: 

PRECARIOUS CONDITIONS IN CIUDAD JUAREZ FOR THOSE AWAITING ACCESS TO U.S.

TERRITORY

this document to those who had followed the indications of

the authorities to not participate in protests during the visit

to President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador to Tapachula on

March 11, 2022. These arbitrary ways of issuing the TVRH

have fostered and continue to foster the dissemination of

false information and the misleading of persons of concern,

fueling plans to collectively depart Tapachula for other

municipalities. This situation – aggravated by reports of

corruption in INM – provoked disturbances in different parts

of the city, including in front of the INM offices, leading to its

indefinite closure. Civil society organizations have signaled

that the lack of transparency among authorities with respect

to access to the TVRH also leads to differential treatment

based on race.

https://www.gob.mx/cms/uploads/attachment/file/714293/Cierre_Marzo-2022__1-Abril_.pdf
https://www.diariodelsur.com.mx/local/desde-tapachula-son-repatriados-115-migrantes-de-nicaragua-7940018.html
https://www.gob.mx/inm/prensa/desmiente-inm-convocatoria-para-entregar-pases-de-salida-a-personas-migrantes-extranjeras-ubicadas-en-chiapas-295997
https://www.milenio.com/politica/inm-reporta-mil-800-agentes-cesados-corrupcion-inasistencias
https://www.gob.mx/inm/prensa/suspende-inm-hasta-nuevo-aviso-atencion-en-su-oficina-de-regulacion-en-tapachula-chiapas-297309
http://caravanamigrante.ibero.mx/uploads/monitoreos_pdf/b669edb669f02587cb39267f1567b13d.pdf

